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BUNURU 

February and March is the "hot-
dry", characterised by hot dry east-
erly conditions with afternoon sea-
breezes,  the Fremantle doctor. To 
maximise the effects of these cool-
ing breezes, the Noongars moved to 

coastal estuaries and reefs where 
fish and abalone constituted a large 

proportion of the seasonal diet. 
Mallee fowl eggs from tuart forests 

also formed a part of the diet.  

BUNURU, FEBURARY-MARCH 2012 

PermacultureWestPermacultureWestPermacultureWest: sharing the permie news 
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articles. We welcome anything 
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community, articles and event 

details. The next issues theme 

is:  People Care 
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au 
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I hope everyone has survived the scorching weather as best they can. 
Certainly  I have noticed the benefits of a solar passive renovation to 
the front of our house (thank you permaculture !) as there is 10oC dif-
ference between the old and new sections.  We even hooked up the 
downpipes to a blow up 8000L pool before the storm, harvesting a 
swim and the plants got a hand water ounce it was old.  Lets hope 

Bunuru is not quite as harsh as described to the left and winter brings 
us some early relief. 

Rachel is  having a baby (about now... good luck Rachel ) and a well 
deserved break from Enews editing, so Jo and I  have stepped in. For-

give our lack of creativity and polish, the master will return soon. 
 

2012 brings lots of opportunities to see some world quality talks and 
minds,  Nicole Foss and Paul Taylor are in town. And we might even 

talk our own  WA perma-brain Harry Wykman into presenting a work-
shop on his travels. 

 
2012 will also be a year of more networking and community building, 
there are a lot of great groups and people trying to achieve ecological 
and social change in ignorance of each other.  Fremantle is taking the 
lead in this area putting their heads together in co-operation to form  

“Grow in Freo” a loose affiliation of community gardens and groups in 
the Fremantle area interested in food production .  

More on that on page 3. 

Care of the Earth  
Rebuild natural capital  
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Hello and welcome to the New Year! I suppose it’s about time to introduce myself to you all as         
Pemaculturewest’s other new convenor. 

 
I’m Perth born and bred but also come from farming stock. My family 
emigrated from Kenya in the sixties and set about farming in the South 
West when they got here. I spent my first couple of years on their farms 
in Esperance and Gin Gin, soaking up the sights and sensations with a 
pure and child like sense of wonder. When they then moved on to the Ord 
River I spent the most idyllic school holidays appearing to help out on 
the farm, but more often than not, running amok in one of the most beau-
tiful places in WA. That sense of awe and connection still resonates 

within and still influences my journey through life. 
 

I first heard about Permaculture about 20 years ago when a friend gave me a signed copy (!) of Bill  
Mollison’s seminal text, “Permaculture: A Designers Manual”.  
 
I have to admit it was a bit heavy going on the technical side at the time but it seemed to compliment 
what I was already interested in. As it happens, life gets in the way when you’re living it and I finally 
made my way ‘back to the fold’ when I completed my Permaculture Design Certificate in 2010. Our 
little group had such a warm connection from the start and finding those like-minded folk was like a 
home coming. Little did I know where it would lead me…well…it was to putting my hand up to coordi-
nate the Permaculturewest stand at the Hulbert St Sustainability Fiesta actually. With the help and sup-
port of so many amazing people (you know who you are xx) we pulled off a Fantastic event that reached 
a broad range of people and turned a whole lot of new ones on to the newly formed Freo Permies group. 
It was great fun and a success all round and the motivation for me to get further involved with the Asso-
ciation and the ongoing ‘propagation’ of Permagoodness into the wider community. 
 
Admittedly, I’ve got my training wheels on in Permie terms, but my reward in getting involved with the 
committee is to see the good works initiated by so many committed and passionate predecessors con-
tinue, and hopefully help facilitate the ongoing outreach that guides people to being the informed change 
agents they’re really yearning to be. 
 
Permaculture is such a beautiful common sense system of living, of caring for each other and the Earth, 
of nourishing the soul and encouraging a mindset that grows your resilience and ability to weather our 
changeable future. If your aim is to live a passionate and meaningful life it doesn’t get much better than 
this does it! 
With Love Sheena 

Online Membership forms have been updated to $15 half year or $45 till June 

2013. If you do pay and are already current, we just extend your membership. 
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Nicole Foss to Speak In WA 
 
Nicole M. Foss is co-editor of The Automatic Earth, where she writes 
under the name Stoneleigh. She and her writing partner have been 
chronicling and interpreting the on-going credit crunch as the most 
pressing aspect of our current multi-faceted predicament. The site in-
tegrates finance, energy, environment, psychology, population and 
real politik in order to explain why we find ourselves in a state of cri-
sis and what we can do about it. Prior to the establishment of TAE, 
she was editor of The Oil Drum Canada, where she wrote on peak oil 
and finance.  
Their writing can be found at http://theautomaticearth.blogspot.com/ 
 
Ecoburbia have engaged Nicole Foss on a series of speaking engage-
ments nationally in February before she heads over to New Zealand 
for the Australasian Permaculture Convergence in Turangi, New Zea-
land in April 2012. Permaculturewest are pleased to be involved in 
supporting their efforts to get Nicole’s timely information out to our members and friends. 
 
Permaculturewest would like to invite you to join us for a graphic presentation and question and answer 
session where Nicole will outline the direction and characteristics of a new environmentally sustainable 
economy and what this means in our everyday lives.  She will discuss what is coming, why it is coming, 
what you can do about it, and how urgent it is that you do it now. She will deliver a psychological inocula-
tion to pull people away from incomprehension and fear and prepare them to work with their communities 
to create a brighter (though lower energy) future.  
 
DATES: 
February 28th  2012  in Margaret River, Margaret River District Club.  
More info http://permaculturewest.org.au/events/making-sense-of-economic-decline-in-an-age-of-peak-oil 
 
March 9th 2012 in Perth (Venue: TBA). 
More info http://permaculturewest.org.au/events/making-sense-of-economic-decline-in-an-age-of-peak-oil-1 

Grow in Freo 
Grow in Freo is a loose affiliation of community gardens and groups in the Fremantle area interested in 
food production. The group began when we combined forces for the Fremantle Festival Parade in late 
2011. Our "growing" wheelbarrows with colourful sails were so popular we won the "Most Freo" prize. 
 
With input from Hilton Harvest, East Freo Farm, Organic Growers Association, Freo Farm, Hulbert 
Street Guerilla Garden, South Fremantle SHS, Freo Living Smarties, Permaculture West, FERN and Freo 
Permies, Grow in Freo is not interested in competing – rather we are hoping that everyone in Fremantle 
will find good access to a local place to grow food and the support to do so. 
 
To celebrate this goal, Grow In Freo has organised a Magical Mystery Garden Tour and we would like 
to invite you to come along! Join in your choice of a bus or cycle tour of some of Fremantle's amazing 
community gardens. 
We will enjoy coffee at Gardeners on the Roof in central Freo,  before visiting East Freo Farm, then sip-
ping a cuppa and slice of something nice at Hilton Harvest. After a visit to South Fremantle SHS and a 
tour of the potential Freo Farm site, lunch will be wood fired pizzas at Hulbert Street, with sauce and top-
pings from the Hulbert St Guerrilla Garden. 
When - April 29th  2012 9am   Who - All welcome! Cost -$5 (kids Free)   
Morning Tea and Lunch provided 
Bookings Essential 
RSVP by Mon 23rd April to hiltonharvest@yahoo.com.au   
For more info call Shani 0417 941 991 
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Soil Biology with Paul Taylor 
 
Paul Taylor will be in WA presenting his Soil biology, Compost and just 
common sense cheap food growing workshops in Perth and Margret 
River. Prices are:  
$300 for two day Food For Free workshop in Perth—http://
permaculturewest.org.au/events/food-for-free-learn-how-to-grow-
organic-food-for-free 
$550 for three day Bio-Vital Farms workshop in Margaret River.  - 
http://www.fairharvest.com.au/courses/ 
 
It’s a great opportunity and a fundraiser for PermacultureWest, so see 
you there. See that’s one spot gone already :) 
 
Below is a great article written by Steve Grace to inspire some of you 
that might not know why these are essential skills and what all the ex-
citement is about.  
 
One of the major global concerns we face today is the heavily depleted state and continued degeneration 
of our soil. Without healthy soil, we cannot produce healthy food and however obvious it might seem, the 
food that we eat directly affects the nature of our being. It’s funny how the most common sense is no 
longer at all common. 
 
In 1907, Theodore Roosevelt said: "the nation that destroys its soil, destroys itself". Since that time we 
have had a salivating appetite for destruction. At present 90% of Australian soil is considered to be of poor 
quality... 

 
In order to appreciate the significance of this statistic, it 
is important that we understand the society of microor-
ganisms that exist beneath our feet. In one tablespoon 
of healthy soil there lives a population of microbes that 
is greater than the population of human beings on earth 
– over 6.9 billion microorganisms, working together to 
make available nutrients to the soil in which we pro-
duce the food that enables us to survive. If only the hu-
man population of the world was as resourceful and 
harmonious as our micro acquaintances. 
 
Microbes supply plants with nitrogen and other essen-
tial minerals such as potassium and phosphate in ex-
change for carbohydrates and sugars. Over the last cen-
tury conventional agriculture has applied practices that 

have severely depleted this microbiological life. Chemical fertilizers, which continue to be used exten-
sively in agricultural farming worldwide, are designed to kill microbes in order to extract their nutrients 
into the soil. This provides a short-term boost to the system that creates the superficial conditions under 
which crops can be grown quickly to provide for the unnatural demand of the global food market. The 
significant consequence of this process is the supply of toxic, nutrient deficient produce and a substantial 
reduction in the diversity of soil microbiology. This lack of diversity not only limits nutritional content in 
our food, it exposes the system to detrimental pest and pathogen attack – a further threat to our health and 
a bonus for chemical companies, who then make a few extra billion in pesticide sales. 
 
Through the opaque view of the supermarket window our reality has become clouded, ill defined and in-
creasingly disconnected. Agriculture is the key to the survival of our species and soil vitality is the key to 
a productive and beneficial agriculture. It is remarkable that we insist on maintaining processes that con-
tinue to degrade the quality of our land when the situation facing us has become so present and clear. 
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Soil Biology with Paul Taylor (Cont) 
 
The extensive use of chemicals, ploughing machinery, mismanaged livestock, deforestation and poorly designed 
water harvesting systems have resulted in serious erosion of precious top soil and extreme compaction of the remain-
ing earth. This destruction of the natural ecosystem has left agriculture under the wicked spell of the chemical and 
financial empire, who now hold the reigns to production. Most Australian farmers are currently operating under large 
debt to financial institutions and many are actually bound to the continued use of chemical fertilisers otherwise for-
going their access to the extension of loans. It is a vicious cycle in which thousands of farmers are currently trapped. 

 
There is no question that we must stop the use of chemicals in agriculture. When 
you kill microbes you kill the ability of the soil to reproduce itself and it has come 
now to the point where we must look even further beyond the simple removal of 
chemically based products and focus our attention toward the intensified regenera-
tion of soil ecology world wide. We need to provide emergency aid to the suffering 
of depleted soils before we can even start to seriously move toward saving our-
selves. Without vitality in soil, there is no vitality in life, no matter how ‘organic’ it 
might seem on the label. 
 
Organic produce is undoubtedly superior to chemical based agriculture - I would 
rather eat an apple that hasn’t been sprayed with toxins any day of the week, how-
ever we must begin to understand that a simply non-toxic approach, albeit a very 
good start, does not provide the full range of biological conditions necessary to 
produce vital foods that contain the variety of nutrients we require for pure health. 
Organic farming generally continues to use monocultural systems based in high 
inputs of machinery and labour and excess irrigation that are not designed to regen-
erate soil conditions and are often prone to pests and disease due to an imbalanced 
ecology lacking in diversity. 

 
It is important to understand the direct relationship between 
soil vitality, food vitality and our own vitality as a human 
race. The condition we have forced upon our environment 
though our blind industrial development has led us to this 
moment where any agricultural practice that is not con-
cerned with the regeneration of soil vitality is essentially 
doing more harm than good. 
 
As we continue to ingest foods supplied through supermar-
ket chains, we continue to limit our capacity to grow out of 
a system that has clearly demonstrated its inability to func-
tion successfully. By consuming foods that provide little or 
no nutrient value we are successfully acting as agents for 
the proliferation of a structure that is designed to prevent us 
from becoming a threat to its own growth. Today, there is 
four times the amount of food grown in the world as in 
1900, yet with an equal amount of total nutrition. The stress under which the majority of food crops are grown is also 
directly related to the stress of the consumer. Just as if you run your car on lighter fluid, the quality of the fuel we 
pump into ourselves directly affects our ability to function as thoughtful and constructive individuals. 

Chemically grown foods found in the supermarket fail to provide us with the vital nutrients we require for our health. 
Furthermore, the chemical industry is a multi-billion dollar monolith that represents a colossal tax event for govern-
ments worldwide and so the movement against the use of chemicals in agriculture is not likely to enjoy governmental 
support. 
 
It is time that we begin to take more responsibility for our own sustenance. The more food we can grow for ourselves 
the more nutrients we can provide and the more money we can save for things of real value! An important part of 
this process is that we develop cooperation and trust within local community groups with the directive toward estab-
lishing systems that make available consumer options beyond the corporate dominion. 
 
By restructuring our use of resources and more effectively managing waste that would otherwise become pollution, 
we can make great advancements toward improving soil conditions and promoting the development of productive 
local systems that will create a more self-sustaining lifestyle for ourselves and future generations. At present, over 
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Soil Biology with Paul Taylor (Cont) 
The essential objectives of soil regeneration are the rehabilitation of de-
pleted micro organic life, the prevention of further erosion and the de-
compaction of anaerobic soils, which create alcoholic conditions that pro-
mote the growth of pathogens and burn root tips preventing healthy plant 
development. Intelligent farming is farming for the future, not only pro-
ducing nutrient rich food, but consciously building soil conditions that are 
more fertile at the end of each harvest cycle than at the beginning. 
 
These objectives can be achieved through the use of the keyline plough, 
the application of compost, compost tea, bio fertilizer and hay tea, the 
implementation of effective water harvesting systems and the planting of lots and lots of trees! This approach sub-
stantially rehabilitates soil after only three years, as opposed to the natural regenerative process that can take up-
wards of two hundred years. 

The real change however must come from within ourselves. We can run Keyline systems and spray compost tea and 
plant trees till the cows come home, but until there is a significant shift in the collective consciousness of mainstream 
society, the chances of there even being a home for the cows to come to, remains slim. 
 
We are all now personally liable for the future of our existence and it is in the everyday decisions and choices we 
make where the reality of this future is formed. At present we are blindly consuming the energy and resources of 
generations to come - we are eating our grandchildren’s food at a rate where we will soon destroy our capacity to 
exist on this planet. 
 
Whatever it is we do in our lives we must start to take responsibility for our actions. The system is not going to fix 
itself – it is up to us to create the reality we know to be genuine, to stop moving to the beat of a discounted drum, to 
rediscover our instinct – what it means to be human. 
 
Everyone is talking about what tomorrow will bring – in all truth, there is no better way to predict the future than by 
creating it yourself. 
 
Soil Biology with Paul Taylor - What more can I say? He's the man. 
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Edible Weeds Part 3: Knowing your weeds is Food Security 

 Charles Otway 

This is part 3 (see last editions) and the final is my ‘introduction’ to edible weeds you will find around Perth.  So 
keep an eye out for Terra Perma’s edible weed course and foraging tours if you are keen for more information. As 
always I advise you to take a lot of care identifying weeds prior to eating them, and get a copy of Western Weeds – 
A Guide to weeds of WA.  We will cover a few more weeds this time, but note this is just an introduction to these 
plants to get you thinking and reading.  Take some time to get more info to allow accurate identification where 
needed, my best efforts have been made to make this accurate but ensure you know what you eat. 
 
Nut Grass - Oenothera Spp. 
One of the most cursed word wide weeds, however the small hard nut-like tubers are edible and eaten raw or cooked. 
Don’t bother with the rest of the plant parts. They often have a bitter taste, but have excellent nutritional value. It is 
uncommon here but the yellow nut grass is said to be the best tasting and was a food sources for native American 
peoples. 

 

Wild/Green Amaranth  - Amaranthus powellii  
Several Amaranth species may be found as garden escapees. Green leaf amaranth as shown below will be most com-
mon. The leaves are best when young, they can be eaten raw, but taste better when steamed or sautéed. You might 
also find Loves Lies Bleeding a spectacular red weeping seed head or a large upright seed amaranth. All are edible 
but leaf amaranths are best for leaves. 

 

Evening Primrose - Oenothera biennis 
Common evening primrose thrives in Perths sandy soil, and is often seen in flower by the seashore. The leaves have 
a peppery bite and can be eaten raw or cooked, though the best, most tender leaves are those on the leaf stalk. Some 
people may prefer them cooked since they're a bit coarse in texture when raw. The white taproot (often tinged pink at 
the top) can exceed a foot in length and is, if anything, slightly more assertive than most radishes. The buds are best 
cooked, but the flowers are best raw.  Though not the topic of this article it also has a myriad of medicinal uses, so 
go find it! 
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Edible Weeds Continued. 
Wild Radish - Raphanus raphanistrum 
Appears in spring in huge quantities and is a forages dream, with an entirely edible offering. Young leaves - raw or 
cooked given a somewhat hot taste, they are finely cut and added to salads or used as a potherb. It is best to use just 
the young leaves in spring, older leaves soon become bitter. Seed - raw or cooked. A very pungent flavour, the seed 
can be ground into a powder and made into a paste when it is an excellent substitute for mustard. The sprouted seeds 
have a somewhat hot spicy flavour and are a tasty addition to salads. Flowers, white, yellow and sometimes pinkish, 
are eaten raw. A nice addition to salads. The flower buds are used as a broccoli substitute, they should be lightly 
steamed for no more than 5 minutes. Young seedpods - raw. Crisp and juicy, they must be eaten when young because 
they quickly become tough and fibrous. 

   

Prickly Lettuce – Lactuca Serriola 
Called Wild Lettuce, or Prickly lettuce due to its impressive shark teeth spikes on leaf undersides and stems, this plant 
was one of those that the current lettuces where breed from. They are common everywhere around Perth in similar 
areas to Sow Thistle (discussed in earlier editions of enews), especially roadsides, paved areas and urban zones. 
The young leaves are an excellent vegetable, raw or cooked. Older leaves are coarse, spiky and very bitter. 

  
 
Three Cornered Garlic - Allium triquetrum 
Three-cornered leek, or as we used to call it in Pemby, onion weed, is a Mediterranean plant in the family Alliaceae, 
but can also be found anywhere wet enough and shaded where it gets hold. Many parts of the plant are edible and 
taste somewhat like garlic or onion. The plant spreads rapidly and is locally common/invasive, particularly in dis-
turbed areas. The bulbs are obvious on the surface of the ground now as small white round single clove bulbs. 
It is similar to poisonous bulbs/flowers but is easily distinguished when you crush the leaves to experience the pun-
gent garlic odour. Don’t collect loose bulbs on the surface in summer unless you are sure of the location of the winter 
plants. 
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Edible Weeds Continued. 
Mallow – Cheese Wheel Plant -   
Mallows are mostly a stewing green, as the leaves are a little fuzzy and mucilaginous which can be off-putting if you 
eat them raw in a salad. Mallows are a good weed to start eating as all types are edible and common. Also there are 
no poisonous look-alikes, and it tastes good, without the mild bitterness typically found in many of the available wild 
greens. You might try preserved the leaves for stuffing as you would preserve a grape leaf or The mucilaginous qual-
ity of the mallow leaves acts as a natural thickener for the lasagna. 

   
 
Fat Hen – Lambs Quarters - Goosefoot – Old King Henry - Chenopodium album 
To most people a weed, to me a very useful hardy edible garden plant. Grown for edible leaves, summer shade, next 
seasons pea/bean poles, and seeds for the cooks if you let them go to seed. If you don't want it to be weedy don't let it 
go to seed, cut it down once flower/pollen shoots (shown below) occur at tips. 

   
 
I could keep going but it might fill the entire enews.  I have listed some of the most common annoying persistent 
weeds in your gardens, lawns and the local parks. They are there waiting to be harvested, it won’t be long before you 
are complaining that you have eaten all your weeds and need to start collecting weed seeds to grow more for dinner .  
Bon Appetit, Terra Perma 
 
A couple more good links for future reading cause I know you love it. 
http://www.eattheweeds.com/  - includes great youtube vids.   http://www.wildmanstevebrill.com/ 
http://www.urbanoutdoorskills.com/                  http://www.survival.org.au/bushfood_weeds.php 

A Note on the Theme: Earth Care  
The Earth is a living, breathing entity. Without ongoing care and nurturing there will be con-
sequences too big to ignore.  
 
The icon of the young plant represents organic growth, a key ingredient in sustaining life on Earth. 
  

Care of the Earth can be taken to mean caring for the living soil. The state of the soil is 
often the best measure for the health and well-being of society. There are many different 
techniques for looking after soil, but the best method to tell if soil is healthy is to see how 
much life exists there.  
Our forests and rivers are the lungs and veins of our planet, that help the Earth live and 
breathe, supporting many diverse life forms. All life forms have their own intrinsic value, 
and need to be respected for the functions that they perform - even if we don’t see them as 
useful to our needs.  
By reducing our consumption of ‘stuff’, we reduce our impact on the environment, which 

is the best way to care for all living things. 
Text and images taken from: http://permacultureprinciples.com/  
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Pol-e-cultures VI: Regenerative Agriculture 
Three Days with Darren Doherty Harry Wykman, Travelling Permaculturalist 

 
Harry is no longer travelling, so while he takes time to reflect and condense his thoughts on bringing knowledge 
from other Mediterranean zones to WA, lets consider one of his earlier posts on Regenerative Agriculture. 
 
Recently, I had the privilege of attending a course in regenerative agriculture 
strategies with Darren Doherty. The course was structured by an interpretation of 
the Keyline Scale of Permanence with a couple of additional items: 
1. Climate 
2. Geography 
3. Water 
4. Access 
5. Forestry 
6. Buildings 
7. Fencing 
8. Soils 
9. PolyMarketing  
10. Energy 
 
The Keyline framework was used to introduce a 
suite of regenerative strategies, including:  
 
• Holistic Management; (Alan Savory) 
• Pasture Cropping; 
• Biofertilisers and Chromatography; 
• Mycorestoration; 
• Regenerative Forestry; 
• WET Systems; 
• Effective Micro-organisms; 
• Induced Meandering for Riparian Restoration; 
• No-kill Cropping; 
• Agroforestry; and 
• Natural Sequence Farming 
 
As well as all this, we saw a Keyline plough in 
action in a West Sussex pasture. 
 
Why is all this so exciting? To my mind, an ap-
proach to agriculture that creates systems which 
build biological capacity in the form of soil, bio-
mass, biodiversity and balanced natural and hu-
man managed ecosystems (agroecosystems) is the foundation of the possibility of 
our flourishing in the earth. And it is interesting and fun. What more exciting thing 
is there to do in the world than to join with those natural forces which would pro-
duce abundance with ecological  
health; to foster productive systems which teem with life and invite others to join in 
this creative work. 
Darren presented people throughout the world who have been involved in this work 
with beautiful and profitable results. Profit, in these cases, is gained while ecologi-
cal health is improved. There is still the issue of to whom those profits might right-
fully accumulate or with whom they are most properly shared, but that will be a 
subject for another day.  

For more insights from Harrys learning voyage into the International Permaculture Scene 
check out his Perennial Ideas Weblog at http://perennialideas.ptpc.com.au/ which is part of 
the Peacetree Permaculture website.  
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Planning for catastrophe: Fire      
By Warwick Rowell, designer, educator, management consultant and writer. 
  
My family and I recently became involved with a local Bush Fire Ready Group from which we received a 
lot of information about house design, retrofitting and dealing with fire. The material emphasised the im-
portance of careful planning, particularly whether you will defend or leave your property.  
 
We’ve done a lot of thinking about this and have developed a number of different strategies to deal with 
the wide range of circumstances we might encounter. Each individual’s situation is unique and would re-
quire different solutions. However, it might be helpful to set out some broad points we have considered in 
putting a fire risk plan into place. 
 
Considerations  
 The fire : 

From which direction is it coming? This determines which escape route you might use. 
How long do you have before it gets close? A small fire might travel very slowly. Another, fanned 

by strong winds, might travel at 11 kph and spot 1 – 1.5 km ahead. Your judgement after this 
assessment will determine how much time you have and therefore what level of defense you 
might mount. 

 The people: 
Who is present? How fit are they? Do they have the right clothing? Are they trained? Do they 

have any issues, such as age (young or old), frailties or limitations and does that mean they 
need some help to leave? For example, for me, the decision to stay or go could depend on how 
my back is on any given day or hour. Alternatively, I could take some medication in advance 
and carry on. 

 The equipment: 
What resources are available? Do you have plenty of water? How many ways can you spread it 

around, how fast and to where? Are people trained to use pumps, trucks and hoses? The more 
complex tasks probably require written instructions and at least annual practice. Scurrying 
around trying to remember something amidst smoke and confusion will not be helpful. 

  
As a result of ruminating on these issues for about eight weeks, we bought four 3km CB radios for our 
extended family ($100), as we think the mobile phone towers will quickly become overcrowded.  
  
One common recommendation is to block your downpipes to keep some water in the gutters.  With 
100mm downpipes we have worked out that a tennis ball will not block a downpipe.  Normally, the roof 
structure hangs well over the back of the gutter, making getting the ball into the hole of the downpipe 
problematic. We bought some flexible foam, trimmed it to the right shape, and put it into a couple of plas-
tic bags.  Foam is easier to compress to get it past the edge of the roof and into the down pipe, where it 
will expand and block the down pipe. Having it in plastic bags will make it easier to get out later. 
  
We have also installed screens on our most vulnerable windows. We seem to have found a good compro-
mise on cost and effectiveness, and achieved the Permies’ ultimate goal of three uses for one element in 
our system. The screens are aluminium security door screens, tailor made to fit inside the architraves of 
our west and south windows.  
 

1. The big ones on the western side keep the afternoon sun totally off the windows until nearly 
4pm. They then gradually let in a diffused light to a maximum of about 60% of normal in-
tensity, when the sun is perpendicular to the screen, so there is less glare and much less heat 
build-up inside - a good result for hot summer days.  

2. They are strong enough to stop a big branch blowing on a cyclonic wind from damaging the 
windows.  

3. In the event of fire, the holes in the solid sheet of aluminium are small enough to stop all 
but the very smallest embers from lodging in the corners of the windows.   

If I locked the fastenings, there would be a fourth use - keeping people out. But the double-glazing is secu-
rity glass.  
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The next steps: Action 
 
What procedures do we need to detail?  
We came up with 10 major areas. One of these, using the fire truck, had four major subsections - starting 
the fire truck; running the pump; using the hose; and refilling the 750-litre tank. Work out each step re-
quired for each action area, and then test your procedure out in two ways: does it work well and do others 
understand the written instructions?  
When you have it as honed as practical, time how long each actually takes.  Then add a little buffer for “on 
the day” pressures. This set of estimated times then interacts with the “How long do we have?” decision.  
For example, with a rose of some sort on the end of a long hose, it takes more than a minute to fill a 10-
litre bucket. So if you think a fire is imminent, you might decide to fill your six buckets well in advance to 
give you time for other stuff that you determine is more important. 
 
What training is required and who needs it?  
Who provides that training? Think about joining a voluntary local fire brigade. Making it a whole family 
affair is a good way to go.  
  
Do we need to buy anything? Protective clothing? Goggles?  
  

What do we need to change around the house to reduce our fire risk as much as we can?   
 
What can we do to help our neighbours deal with these issues? If they are safer, so are we. 

   
Copyright 
Permaculture Applications Consultancy and Education 2012 

Tony Hanning one of the keen helpers and co-ordinators at 
FERN is Growing bananas in Perth, “All you need is a shelter 
location, water and some rich soil.  This bunch is from a 2 
year old plant growing between a 2 story house and a large 
shed, two clumps of banana with a compost pile between give 
the "banana circle" effect.” Nice effort Tony ! 

One weeks worth of Chilacayote fruit in Albany.  
 
Good advert for production if ever there was. Lorna Thomp-
son is a keen self reliant hobby farmer, who is inspiring us 
with her harvests and hard work in the facebook group Perth 
Edible Gardeners (PEG).  “These are heading for the goats! I 
use them when the size of an emu egg just the same as zuc-
chini” 
 
You have likely heard me talk about Chilacayotes, while they 
die back in Summer in Perth it’s a perennial zucchini vine and 
the yield in the other months makes it well worth a go.  
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Community NoticesCommunity NoticesCommunity NoticesCommunity Notices    

Sunday 5/02/12 at the Perth Cultural Centre. 
URBAN ORCHARD - Summer Harvest and Planting Day 
Time: 08:30am - 12:30pm  
Price: Free but Registrations are essential and close February 3. 
To register: http://www.perthculturalcentre.com.au/What's-On/Event-Registration/?

event_id=13098 

 
Come and get your hands dirty at the Urban Orchard. The Summer Harvest and Planting Day is 

another opportunity for the public to take part in this popular quarterly event. 
On the day you will join celebrity gardener and media personality Josh Byrne and his team to help 

this community garden grow. Remember to bring a hat, water, gardening gloves, and as planting 
activity is expected to finish around midday, perhaps bring along a picnic lunch to enjoy in the 

Urban Orchard afterwards. This is a family event for gardeners of all ages, but please note that 
children must be accompanied by an adult. 
For more information on the PCC Urban Orchard, visit: http://www.perthculturalcentre.com.au/

What's-Growing/About-Urban-Orchard/ 

Permaculture WestPermaculture WestPermaculture WestPermaculture West    
For an up-to-date list Permaculture Courses and Events visit the Permaculture West website: 

Events/Courses :  http://permaculturewest.org.au/events 

  Permablitz news: http://permaculturewest.org.au/community/permablitz 

Perth Green EventsPerth Green EventsPerth Green EventsPerth Green Events    
For a great calendar of Green Events in Perth (including Permaculture courses!) check out: 

  http://www.perthgreenevents.com 

For all those keen to keep learning check out the next three pages to get the details  on a 

range of inspiring Permaculture Courses being offered locally in early 2012.  

Lockridge Community Gardens awesome workshops are back for 2012. 
 
The next one will be on Sunday 5th February and Bonnie is going to show us the wonderful world of  
COMPOST. Lockridge workshops are on the first Sunday of each month. 
So if you haven't mastered that perfect compost yet or want to brag that you have, come along & join the 
fun. 10.30 am, cnr Arbon Way & Diana Crescent, Lockridge. 
The next six months workshop dates & topics can be found on our website, so there's no excuse to miss 
any of them. http://www.lockridgecommunitygarden.org.au/ 

Verdant Vista Community Garden – on Verdant Vista, in Ellenbrook are excited to host 
our first 

WORKSHOP 
 

Come and join us for or after our Busy Bee (8-10) on Saturday 4th of Feb, to learn all 
about Soil building, composting and mulching. Workshops run from 10-11:30 and 
will be on the first Saturday of each month, so combined with Lockridge a great 

weekend of free knowledge. 
After the workshop, we encourage you to stay for a BYO picnic lunch. 

As usual, don't for get wear a hat, put on some suncream, and bring you own water. 
 

We look forward to seeing you there! 
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Introduction to PermacultureIntroduction to PermacultureIntroduction to PermacultureIntroduction to Permaculture    

Deferred until Early May (Date TBA)Deferred until Early May (Date TBA)Deferred until Early May (Date TBA)Deferred until Early May (Date TBA)    

Presented by Susan Hartley and Karen McKenziePresented by Susan Hartley and Karen McKenziePresented by Susan Hartley and Karen McKenziePresented by Susan Hartley and Karen McKenzie 
A practical hands on approach to designing and building productive and beautiful 

gardens Interested in growing nutritious, organic veggies? How to select and care for 

chickens? Want to reduce your power and water bills? Need to know how to build 

healthy soils? Want to be a part of a more connected community creating a higher 

happiness index! Then a short Introduction to Permaculture Course is for you. We 

promise you will build personal resilience, learn new skills, meet great people and be 

inspired. 

Permaculture? What is it?Permaculture? What is it?Permaculture? What is it?Permaculture? What is it?    
Permaculture is based on the ethics of:   

Earth care, people care, fair share and limits aware. 

Permaculture is a philosophy of working with nature rather than against it. Observing 

before acting; reflecting and designing from natural patterns, permaculture integrates 

plants, animals, structures and people into a holistic, energy efficient design.  

About the Presenters: Susan HartleyAbout the Presenters: Susan HartleyAbout the Presenters: Susan HartleyAbout the Presenters: Susan Hartley    
Having grown organic veggies and raised chooks in the Perth western suburbs for thirty plus years, 

Susan has gained lots of hands-on experience. Susan did her Permaculture Design Course (PDC) 

with Josh Byrne, David Holmgren, Martin Anda at  Murdoch Centre for Sustainability in 1998. 

Courses in biodynamics, soil science and organic agriculture added to her knowledge. A move to a 

fifties house in Mt. Claremont was an opportunity to implement her knowledge on retro-fitting an 

older home for energy and water efficiency. Susan initiated the Mt. Claremont Farmer’s Market 

based on her experience of farmers’ markets all over Australia as part of  her research into sustain-

able, localised, food distribution for a unit in organic agriculture at UWA. Past Convenor of Per-

maculture West. 

Course Details: Course Details: Course Details: Course Details:     
• Where? Held in a retro-fitted fifties house, complete with verge veggie garden, 

chook yard and frog ponds in Mt. Claremont.  

• Tea/coffee provided with light nibbles, BYO Lunch 

• To bring: paper, pen and gloves. 

• To book contact: Sue 0438620348 shartley@starwon.com.au  

    Karen 0404277627 kjmckenzie@amnet.net.au 

• Cost $220 or $170 unwaged. 

About Karen McKenzie About Karen McKenzie About Karen McKenzie About Karen McKenzie     
Since completing a PDC in 1998, Karen has been extensively researching, practising and 

teaching permaculture. Her focus has been on implementing permaculture at her passive 

solar home in Mullaloo. Karen worked for many years at the Murdoch University Environ-

mental Technology Centre, coordinating ‘Work for the Dole’ programs and presenting 

permaculture training. She is a qualified teacher and works part time in primary schools, 

spreading the sustainability message. Past Convenor of Permaculture West. 

Contact: Karen McKenzie kjmckenzie@amnet.net.au 

This workshop is supported by Permaculture West 
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Workshops for 2012 
 
Permaculture Ponds 
Date - TBA , Time - 10-5 pm,  
Cost - $180 
An essential element in any successful permaculture garden is the presence of water in the landscape. We will show 
you how to have a diverse & multi-purpose aquatic setup on a variety of budgets. 
Topics include design, construction & maintenance, plant selection & uses, animal species, how to achieve multiple 
yields, biodiversity & fertigation. Price includes comprehensive course notes, garden tour, morning & afternoon tea. 
 
Permaculture Design Course (PDC) 
Date - March course Postponed till August 6th - 17th (2 weeks full time, Mon-Fri),  
Cost - $1200 Venue - Various locations around Perth, garden tours & site visits 
Includes comprehensive & detailed course booklet, all morning & afternoon teas, qualified presenters, guest speak-
ers.   
For more information please refer to our website www.terraperma.com.au or call on 0414 230 571 
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http://www.fairharvest.com.au/courses/ 
 
Permaculture Design Course 
 
Fair Harvest’s 72 hour course balances permaculture theory with hands-on practical 
activities. Through interactive workshops, field study, presentations and visits to in-
spiring permaculture initiatives, our PDC gives you globally recognised accredita-
tion as a certified Permaculture Designer. Our PDC is a fully-catered, full-time 
course over two weeks, and we welcome you to stay and camp on our beautiful 
farm. 
 
Fair Harvest’s 2012 PDC will be taught by ten dynamic and pro-active permaculture 
specialists (Jodie Lane, PB Foreman, Jeff Nugent, Bee Winfield, Jamie McCall, 
Pamela Forward, Claire Coleman, Mike Hulme, Miles Duran, and Lance Brandes)  
who will cover a wide spectrum of topics relevant to our environment today.  
The culmination of the course is a design project, and our participants can choose to 
collaborate or independently create either an urban garden or a broad acre paddock 
plan including swales and keyline systems. Fair Harvest’s PDC also offers a unique 
opportunity to experience life on a working permaculture farm in the abundant Mar-
garet River wine region. 
 
Course: Permaculture Design Course (PDC) 
Date: April 22nd 2012- May 6th 2012 
Venue: Fair Harvest Permaculture Venue, 426 Carters Rd, Margaret River 
Fee: $1600 (reduced fee if you have already completed an Introduction to Permacul-
ture Course) Fee includes: 
• 3 healthy and mouth-watering meals daily 
• On-site camping at our farm 5km from Margaret River town 
• Internationally recognised course led by professionals 
• Field trips to local permaculture initiatives 
• Hands-on design experience 
• Practical permaculture field work 
• Access to our extensive library of permaculture resources 

 
 For more information on this most excellent adventure head to Fair Harvest Website 
- http://www.fairharvest.com.au/courses/ 
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Join a local permaculture group 
Western Australia is a big place, and even Perth is fairly spread 
out, so Local Permaculture Groups give people greater opportu-

nity to share experiences, celebrate achievements (and share 
gluts) as well as overcome challenges. Belonging to a local 
group can also provide inspiration and motivation, hands on 
practical help, opportunity to share equipment or swap seeds 
and cuttings. Lastly and maybe of greatest value, local groups 

can provide a sense of comradeship and connectedness. 

Join a group in your area! 
 

Start a group in your area! 
If you would like to meet others that want to start up a local 

group in your area then please read our Starting a Local Group 
guide, and contact us  

The Permaculture Association of 

Western Australia aims to help 

people learn and use permacul-

ture in their lives. The Association 

provides the opportunity for 

members to obtain information 

and build skills to implement   

permaculture designs, by: 

1. Disseminating permaculture 

information and resources 

2. Promoting the design and    

construction of permaculture  

systems 

3. Providing opportunities for  

interested people to meet 

4. Seeking contact with any      

other related groups 
 

PermacultureWest 
Permaculture Association of Western Australia 


